
I. DULCETTA CONSUMER RESEARCH SUMMARY
In October 2011, Digital Publishing Partners LLC (“DPP”) was engaged to manage a research 
study executed by PubTrak (Bowker) to quantify the level of consumer interest and 
preferences related to listening to music while reading (“LMR”). Data was collected from 
6,099 US respondents who answered questions about how often and why they listen to music 
while reading across different formats and genres.

Significant insights from the market research are as follows:

• 40% of respondents (42% males, 38% females) listen to music while reading books 

• 22% said they would LMR if it was easier to manage and find appropriate music.

• 13-17 year olds have the highest LMR preference of any age group.

• City and urban dwellers have above average LMR preferences at 40.8%

• People with teenagers in their household are most likely to LMR at 44.4%

• In general, the more people spend on music purchases annually, the higher the LMR %

• 80% of the respondents belong to a social network.

• The most popular devices used to LMR were MP3 players and mobile phones over e-
readers and tablets. 39% of users have one or more Apple IOS device.

•  People who LMR are 77% of time at home, commuting 21%, at work 18%.

• 60% of people who LMR do so using their own music library with CD’s and iTunes being the 
most popular sources of music.

• The use of iTunes is significantly more common during e-book and text book reading.

• The most popular genres of music are Classical, Easy Listening and Ambient/Soundscapes.

• Of those who listen to Internet Radio, 65% listen to Pandora.

• Most popular book genres to LMR are Mystery, Thriller and Detective

• Among e-book readers who LMR, 76.2% agree with the statement, “It relaxes me,” and over 
half agree that it enhances their concentration or focus.

• Of those respondents who do NOT currently LMR, 40% of book readers, 35% of e-Book and 
36% of text book readers readers said they would LMR more if it were less distracting.

• The second most important factor that would encourage people to LMR was if it enhanced 
or improved their ability to focus.
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II. DULCETTA FOCUS GROUP REPORT SUMMARY
This document is a summary of findings from Dulcetta’s e-Book Focus Group held in 
February 2012 in Los Angeles. The aim of the focus group was to obtain direct feedback from 
end users on how they received the company’s FocusFlow™ technology.

Focus Group Demographic

Focus group attendees were specifically filtered for individuals who own an e-reader device 
and who listen to music while reading.  

The group ranged in ages from 18 to 54, with 60% females and 40% males. In terms of race 
and professional occupations, this group represented a good range of ethnic background and 
varied occupations. 

70% of the focus group owned a Kindle device.

Session Highlights

• Dulcetta’s technology was warmly received by the focus group with 70% of participants 
expressing a positive experience with using the technology.

• Specific insights were gained as to what distracts e-readers while reading, how much they 
would pay for Dulcetta’s FocusFlow technology, and how they would perceive Kindle if they 
offered this new technology.

• There was a clear indication of new potential revenue streams for the end-licensee to enjoy 
stemming from music track sales. Purchasing music while reading appeared to be a clear 
user habit and desired function from this feedback.

What Problem Does FocusFlow Address?

• Everyone in the group agreed that there is a different kind of focus needed specifically when 
reading.

• To aid in preventing distractions, half of the group purchase audio books for use when 
reading. 45% indicated they listen to music to help focus when reading and 35% wear 
earplugs to block outside noise and distractions.

• The majority of the group said they are distracted from any outside noise. The top three 
reading distractions were people talking, music with vocals and TV.

Does Dulcetta’s technology solve the distractibility issue?

Participants were asked to trial the FocusFlow technology on their e-Book reader. They were 
instructed to read the same book for 30 minutes with Dulcetta’s focus technology running in 
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the background. They were asked for initial user response and later filled in a questionnaire 
for further feedback. The following insights were captured:

1. Initial Group Feedback

• 65% of the group expressed liking Dulcetta’s technology and found it beneficial.

• One member of the group said he enjoyed not having to think about what music to choose, 
as is the case when listening to his own library of music, because Dulcetta’s technology 
made the choice for him. 

• One participant noted how it was great that the music was integrated and that they did not 
have to carry additional devices to achieve this experience.

• Several participants indicated they felt the technology seemed to be in the early stages, and 
encountered issues with inconsistent volume levels between songs. Others top issues 
defined include “clunky” transitions when changing music genres, a limited variety of 
available music genres, and a less than optimal synchronicity between music and the book 
content.

• Overall, the group of participants enjoyed how easy it was to navigate and appreciated how 
the technology tried to capture the mood of the story to help the reader become more 
immersed and focused on what he/she was reading.

2. Follow Up Questionnaire Feedback

• 70% of the group provided positive feedback about the technology and stated that it added 
to the story while reading and enhanced the overall experience.

• 65% of respondents stated that they agree, or strongly agree, that Dulcetta’s technology 
would “significantly improve Kindle’s brand image.” 

• 70% of the group stated that they may or will actually purchase a song track if they liked it 
while reading their e-book. Some participants specifically requested a user interface to help 
them see and buy music tracks.

• 50% of participants agreed they would use Dulcetta’s technology over listening to their own 
music in the background while reading.

• 60% of this sample set stated that they “sometimes” listen to music while they read with 
another 25% listening to music most or all of the time while reading. 

• In terms of Dulcetta’s pre-selected genre settings, the vast majority of respondents preferred 
the classical or ambient genre for their default setting. 
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